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Nominations 3. See more awards » Edited promotional listings: 1 interview. See more » Height: 5'4 (1.63 m) Edit personal quotes: I'm half Scottish. My father is an expatriate from Glasgow, and on my mother's side there's a bit of French, Scottish, Irish. But my mother's side is Scottish tartan Royal Stuart, which has been
funny since I've been playing Mary Stuart. In principle we relate, but not legitimately, unfortunately. Some God went and knocked back a serving wench or something in the day! » See more trivia: He is a fan of the show Firefly, House of Cards and Archer. She's also a fan of Game of Thrones, Charmed, Invader Zim and
Adventure Time. See more trademarks » Full Lips More » See The Nickname: Ad Page 2 3 Nominations. See more awards » Edited promotional listings: 1 interview. See more » Height: 5'4 (1.63 m) Edit personal quotes: I'm half Scottish. My father is an expatriate from Glasgow, and on my mother's side there's a bit of
French, Scottish, Irish. But my mother's side is Scottish tartan Royal Stuart, which has been funny since I've been playing Mary Stuart. In principle we relate, but not legitimately, unfortunately. Some God went and knocked back a serving wench or something in the day! » See more trivia: He is a fan of the show Firefly,
House of Cards and Archer. She's also a fan of Game of Thrones, Charmed, Invader Zim and Adventure Time. See more trademarks » Full Lips More » See the nickname: Eddie Edit leaves Storybrook years after Henry, he encounters Cinderella in another realm. In the present day, Lucy finds Henry under a new curse
in Seattle, determined to make him remember his true self. Plot summary. Add summary adventure. Fictional. Romance Certificate: View All Certificates » Parent Guide: Add Content Advisor to Parents » Name Jacinda Edit is a version form of Hyacinth, the name of flowers that keep popping throughout the episode. See
more » Henry goes from having pads upside down on shoulder strap/shoulder strap. See more » Roni: The whole time is closed until midnight. Henry Mills: Midnight, right? So what then? The place turns into a pumpkin? Roni: [Chuckles] more like a juice bar, or whatever bitch who bought us drinks out. See more » User
Reviews Once Upon a Time - Es War einmal... (TV series) Wake Up Call (2017) Ivy Belfrey: See, I needed to go on my little adventure with Lucy today. I need you to start asking yourself, what if the picture is real? What if all of Henry's fairy tales were true? Because once you start asking yourself those questions your
little brain is all heated, and I can push it right over the edge. Roni: [The vision starts blurring] did you put something in my drink? [Regina suddenly begins to see the flash of her life] Ivy Belfrey: To bet. Regina. Mom Gothel: Beware! This is a most dangerous way to take down a person. Ivy Belfrey: So I think we'll see if
Regina is as powerful as she thinks she is. Drizella: Death is too kind to you, Mom. I'm taking you to another realm where I can plant the seeds of pain in my life. It will start to shorten, and it will grow until everything you see, you breathe, you feel the pain is. Regina Mills: No. Listen to me. I wanted to help you. But if you
go with it, I will do whatever it takes to stop you. Heroes can always break the curse. Drizella: Well, then, I think I'll find better a way to make my unbreakable. Thank you for your final lesson. Olida Karen (TV series) in Pretty Blue (2017) Mama Gotel: Have You Got Anastasia? Ivy Belfrey: She was enjoying spectacular
lake views in my mom's holiday home. So predictable. Edit edit When the witch killer strikes, Ivy risks what her family's remains should; Ronnie questions her relationship with Samdi as Henry and Jacinda grow closer; Drizzela will have to face an unimaginable challenge to join Gothel's Waven. Plot summary. Add
summary adventure. Fictional. Romance Certificate: See all certificates » Parents Guide: Add content advisors for parents » Edit Flynn's barked film is from Tron, where Jeff Bridges' character runs Flynn's arcade. In addition, the interair in the barked is decorated with tron objects and shapes. See more » Regina Mills:
We've broken the curse before. We won't stop fighting until we break this one. Ivy Belfrey: So do you forgive me? Regina Mills: Mimi, let's just say I understand you. My gift to you is what I always wanted: someone to believe that I can change. See more » User Reviews Once Upon a Time - Es War einmal... (TV series)
Sisterhood (2018) Regina Mills: We've broken the curse before. We won't stop fighting until we break this one. Ivy Belfrey: So do you forgive me? Regina Mills: Mimi, let's just say I understand you. My gift to you is what I always wanted: someone to believe that I can change. Small coins.
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